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Abstract. The product of safe Petri nets is a well known operation :
it generalizes to concurrent systems the usual synchronous product of
automata. In this paper, we consider a more general way of combining
nets, called a pullback. The pullback operation generalizes the product to
nets which interact both by synchronized transitions and/or by a shared
sub-net (i.e. shared places and transitions). To obtain all pullbacks, we
actually show that all equalizers can be defined in the category of safe
nets. Combined to the known existence of products in this category, this
gives more than what we need : we actually obtain that all small limits
exist, i.e. that safe nets form a complete category.

1 Introduction

We consider the category Nets of safe Petri nets (PN) as defined by Winskel
in [2]. Safe Petri nets provide a natural and widespread model for concurrent
systems. A product ! was defined in [2] for safe PNs, that can be considered
as a generalization of the usual synchronous product of automata. In practice,
this product is essentially interesting when specialized to labeled nets : roughly
speaking, it would then synchronize transitions of two nets as soon as they carry
the same label. It therefore o!ers a very natural way to build large concurrent
systems from elementary components. As a nice property, ! is the categorical
product in Nets . Pushing forward this idea, it can be interesting to derive a no-
tion of pullback for PNs. While the product assumes that nets interact through
common events, the pullback goes further and also allows interactions by shared
places and transitions. Pullbacks can be used, for example, to combine two con-
current systems that synchronize through common events and at the same time
share some resources (e.g. locks to access data).

The notion of pullback has been extensively explored for other models of con-
currency (transition graphs, graph grammars, etc.) [7], or for other categories
of Petri nets [3] (proposition 11). But the choice of net morphisms plays a cru-
cial role, and apparently the construction of pullbacks in the category Nets
of [2] is still missing. This category remains of great interest however, because
it allows foldings (and consequently unfoldings !), and already has a product.
Unfoldings have become an important tool for the verification of concurrent sys-
tems [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. They have also been advocated for the monitoring
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of concurrent systems [16]. In particular, this second application domain relies
intensively on factorization properties of unfoldings : the fact that the unfolding
of a product system can be expressed as a product of unfoldings of its compo-
nents [17]. This property is actually the key to distributed or modular monitoring
algorithms (surprisingly, this approach has not been explored in model checking
applications, to the knowledge of the author). The derivation of the factoriza-
tion property on unfoldings (or on other structures like trellises [18, 19]) relies
on categorical arguments, and in particular on the fact that the unfolding oper-
ation preserves limits, like the product for example. In order to obtain a similar
property for other ways of combining components, it is therefore crucial to char-
acterize them as categorical limits. This is the main motivation of the present
work.

Let us mention some contributions to the topic. B. Koenig provides in [9] a
definition for specific pullback diagrams. M. Bednarczyk et al. prove in [8] that
Nets is finitely complete, so all pullbacks exist. But the result is obtained in
a much more general setting, and is hard to specialize to the case of safe nets.
Finally, let us stress that [8] mentions in its introduction (p.3) that the existence
of a pullback construction for safe Petri nets has been reported... although the
authors have not been able to locate any reference ! It is therefore useful to
provide a simple and direct definition for this construction.

We proceed in several steps. We first consider unlabeled nets. It is a well known
fact that the labeling is essentially a decoration that can be reincorporated at no
cost in net operations (see [5]), which we do at the end of the paper (section 4).
Secondly, we recall (section 2) that a pullback operation can be derived from a
product and an equalizer (see [1], chap. V-2, thm. 1, and [7], sec. 5). Since all
products exist in Nets , we simplify the construction (and proofs) by building
equalizers, which is the heart of the contribution (section 3). We finally gather
all pieces to give a comprehensive definition of the pullback of labeled Petri nets
(section 4), first in the general case, then in the specific case where morphisms
are partial functions. The conclusion underlines some important consequences
of this construction.

2 Notations

Net. We denote Petri nets by N = (P, T,", P 0), representing respectively
places, transitions, initially marked places and the flow relation. For each place
p # P , we assume |p• $ •p| % 1, and for each transition t # T , |t•| % 1 and
|•t| % 1. For labeled nets, we take N = (P, T,", P 0,!,") where ! : T " " is
the labeling function.

Morphism. A morphism [2] # : N1 " N2 between nets Ni = (Pi, Ti,"i, P 0
i ) is

a pair (#P ,#T ) where

C1. #T : T1 " T2 is a partial function, and #P a relation between P1 and P2,
C2. P 0

2 = #P (P 0
1 ) and &p2 # P 0

2 , ' a unique p1 # P 0
1 : p1

!P(" p2,
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C3. if p1
!P(" p2 then the restrictions #T : •p1 " •p2 and #T : p1

• " p2
• are

total functions,
C4. if t2 = #T (t1) then the restrictions #op

P : •t2 " •t1 and #op
P : t2• " t1• are

total functions.

where #op
P denotes the opposite relation to #P . Observe that condition C3 implies

that if #P is defined at p1 # P1, then #T is defined at all transitions t1 # T1

connected to p1. In the sequel, we will simply write # for #P or #T , and #(X) to
denote places in relation with at least one place in X . By Dom(#), we represent
the elements of N1 (places or transitions) where # is defined, i.e. #op(P2 $ T2).

Notice that condition C3 entails that the pair (#P ,#T ) preserves the flow
relation (on its domain of definition). Together with C4 and C2, this guarantees
that a run of N1 is mapped into a run of N2 by #T (see [2]), which is the least
one should require from net morphisms. Simpler definitions of net morphisms
would ensure this property, but C1-C4 are actually necessary to provide extra
categorical properties, as we shall see in the sequel.

Remark. Notice that condition C2 becomes a consequence of C3 and C4 when one
assumes the existence of a fake initial transition ti,0 in each Ni, fed with a fake
initial place pi,0 "i ti,0, such that ti,0• = P 0

i and t2,0 = #(t1,0), p2,0
!(" p1,0.

We shall use this trick in the sequel to simplify proofs (focusing on C3, C4 and
omitting to check C2).

Safe Petri nets with the above definition of morphisms define the category
Nets [2, 4]. For labeled nets, we naturally consider label-preserving morphisms
to define the category !Nets . Section 4 will detail the definition of this category.

N2

! 1 ! 2

N3

N1

h1 h2"

N

Fig. 1. Commutative diagram of the product N = N1 !N2

Product. Let N1,N2 be nets, their categorical product N1!N2 in Nets is a net N
associated to morphisms $i : N " Ni, i = 1, 2, satisfying the so-called universal
property of the product (fig. 1) : for every other candidate triple (N3, h1, h2)
with hi : N3 " Ni, there exists a unique morphism % : N3 " N such that
hi = $i ) %. This net N = (P, T,", P 0) and the $i are given by [4, 6]

1. P = {(p1, &) : p1 # P1} ${ (&, p2) : p2 # P2} : disjoint union of places,
$i(p1, p2) = pi if pi *= & and is undefined otherwise,

2. P 0 = $"1
1 (P 0

1 ) $ $"1
2 (P 0

2 ),
3. T = (T1 ! {&}) $ ({&} ! T2) $ (T1 ! T2), $i(t1, t2) = ti if ti *= & and is

undefined otherwise,
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N0

N1 N2

f1 f2

h2h1

g1
g2

N3

N

"

Fig. 2. Commutative diagram of the pullback N = N1 "N2

N1 N2
x

f2 !2o

f1 !1o

N3

N0N
e

" h

Fig. 3. Equalizing f1 # !1 and f2 # !2

4. the flow " is defined as follows : for t # T , •t = $"1
1 (•$1(t)) $ $"1

2 (•$2(t))
and symm. for t•, assuming •$i(t) = $i(t)

• = + if $i is undefined at t.

At first sight, this categorical product may look useless since every transition is
free to fire alone or jointly with any transition of the other net. Again, the interest
of this construction appears when it is applied to labeled nets, in association
with a synchronization algebra [4]. Its practical interest then becomes obvious
to build large systems starting from elementary components. Since labels bring
no technical di"culty other than notational, we put them aside until section 4.

Decomposition of the pullback. Let N0,N1,N2 be nets, and fi : Ni " N0, i = 1, 2
be net morphisms, so N0 forms a kind of interface between N1 and N2. We look
for a terminal net N = (P, T,", P 0), associated to morphisms gi : N " Ni,
i = 1, 2, such that (fig. 2) :

f1 ) g1 = f2 ) g2 (1)

By “terminal,” we mean the universal property of the pullback : whenever there
exists another triple (N3, h1, h2) satisfying the same commutative diagram, there
exists a unique mediating morphism % : N3 " N such that hi = gi)%. We denote
the pullback by N1 ,N0 N2, or by N1 ,N2 for short.

It is well known that the pullback operation can be decomposed into a product,
followed by an equalization. Consider the product netN1!N2, and the associated
canonical projections $i : N1 ! N2 " Ni, i = 1, 2. In general, N1 ! N2 and
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the $i do not satisfy the pullback condition, i.e. f1 ) $1 *= f2 ) $2. However, by
equalizing them, one gets the desired result. (N , e) equalizes f1 ) $1 and f2 ) $2

i! (f1 ) $1) ) e = (f2 ) $2) ) e, and for any other candidate (N3, h) there exists a
unique % : N3 " N such that h = e)% (fig. 3). It is straightforward to check that
(N ,$1 ) e,$2 ) e) then yields the desired pullback. For details, we refer the reader
to [1], chap. V-2, thm. 1, or to [7], sec. 5 where this construction is also used.

3 Equalizer in Nets

Consider two nets Ni = (Pi, Ti,"i, P 0
i ), i = 1, 2 related by two morphisms

f, g : N1 " N2. We want to build the equalizer (N , e) of f and g, i.e. a net N
and a morphism e : N " N1 satisfying f ) e = g ) e, and such that for any other
candidate pair (N3, h) there exists a unique morphism % : N3 " N satisfying
h = e ) % (fig. 4).

3.1 Equalizer and Coequalizer in Sets

We recall here two classical results that will be instrumental in the sequel.

Equalizer. We consider the category of sets with partial functions as morphisms
(or equivalently pointed sets with total functions). Let T1, T2 be two sets related
by partial functions f, g : T1 " T2. The equalizer of f and g is the pair (T, e)
where

T = {t1 # T1 : f(t1) = g(t1) or both f and g are undefined at t1} (2)

and e is the canonical injection of T into T1 (we’ll use the shorthand t1 # T
instead of t # T, t1 = e(t)). In the setting of pointed sets, where functions point
to the special value ' of a set to mean “undefined,” (2) takes the simplest form
f(t1) = g(t1).

Given another candidate pair (T3, h), the unique morphism (partial function)
% : T3 " T is obtained by % = e"1 ) h (it is easy to check that Im(h) - T ).

Coequalizer. We now consider the category of sets with total functions. The
coequalizer diagram corresponds to fig. 4 with all arrows reversed. Let S2, S1 be
two sets related by total functions F, G : S2 " S1, and denote by (S, E) the
coequalizer of F and G. The construction is a bit more complex.

N2N1

N3

N

h"
e

g

f

Fig. 4. A pair (N , e) equalizing f and g
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a=b=c
_ __

d
_

S 2

S

S1 a b c d

E

GF

Fig. 5. Coequalizing the total functions F and G

Define the relation R on elements of S1 by

p1 R p#1 . 'p2 # S2, {p1, p
#
1} = {F (p2), G(p2)} (3)

and consider the equivalence relation / generated by R. We denote by [p1] the
class of p1 for /. Then

S = {[p1] : p1 # S1} (4)

and the function E : S1 " S is simply the quotient operation, i.e. E(p1) = [p1].
See fig. 5 for an example.

Given another candidate pair (S3, H), the unique morphism (total function)
( : S3 " S is obtained by ( = H )E"1, or in other words by &[p1] # S,(([p1]) =
H(p1). Indeed, it is easy to check that H is necessarily class invariant.

3.2 Candidate Equalizer in Nets

Let (N , e) denote the desired equalizer, with N = (P, T,", P 0) and e : N " N1.

Transitions. On transition sets, f, g : T1 " T2 are partial function, so we adopt
definition (2) for T and e on T .

Places. On place sets, the definition is a bit more complex. The morphism defi-
nition in Nets actually states in C4 that #op : •t2 " •t1 and #op : t2• " t1• are
total functions, for t2 = #(t1), which orients us to co-equalizers in Sets. So let t
be a transition of T , with t1 = e(t) # T1.

Assume first that f, g are defined at t1, and f(t1) = g(t1) = t2 # T2. We take
for eop in •t1 the coequalizer of fop, gop : •t2 " •t1. Eq. (3) thus defines R

•t1 , the
equivalence relation /•t1 and place classes [p1]

•t1 . And similarly in the post-set
of t1.

When f, g are both undefined at t1, we take for eop in •t1 (or t1•) the co-
equalizer of functions fop, gop from the empty set. So eop is simply the identity.

In summary, the place set P of N is a subset of 2P1 given by

P = {[p1]
•t1 : t1 # T, p1 # •t1} ${ [p1]t1

•
: t1 # T, p1 # t1

•} (5)

and the relation e on places is simply given by p
e(" p1 i! p1 # p. Observe that

a place p1 # P1 not connected to a transition of T has no counterpart in P .
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1t

2t’1t’

1p
1p’

2t

2pg

f

Fig. 6. Identity of equivalence classes

Lemma 1. Let t1, t#1 # T . Assume p1, p#1 - t#1
• 0 •t1, then

p1 /t!1
•

p#1 12 p1 /
•t1 p#1 (6)

Proof. Assume p1 *= p#1 and p1 Rt!1
•
p#1. This means f, g are defined at t#1, f(t#1) =

t#2 = g(t#1), and for example1 'p2 # t#2
• : p1

f(" p2
g(" p#1. Let t2 = f(t1) =

g(t1), by C3 on f or g, one has p2 # •t2, whence p1 R
•t1 p#1. This proves [p1]t

!
1
•
-

[p1]
•t1 . One can show in the same way the reverse inclusion, which proves the

lemma. !

Naturally, the lemma holds also for the other arrow orientations, i.e. for p1, p#1 -
t#1

• 0 t1• and for p1, p#1 - •t#1 0 •t1.

Initial places. In eq. (5), we assume the existence of (fake) transitions ti,0 with
ti,0• = P 0

i and f(t1,0) = g(t1,0) = t2,0. So initial places in P are given by

P 0 = {[p1]t1,0
•

: p1 # P 0
1 } (7)

For p1 # P1 and t1 # T1, notice that the equivalence class [p1]
•t1 (or equivalently

[p1]t1
•
) may both contain marked places of P 0

1 and unmarked places of P1 \ P 0
1 .

Such a class is not taken as an initial place of N . See the example of p# in fig. 7.
Conversely, assume an equivalence class [p1]

•t1 (for ex.) satisfies [p1]
•t1 - P 0

1 .
By lemma 1, [p1]

•t1 = [p1]t
0
1
•

which corresponds to an initial place of N . We
could thus take as an alternate definition :

P 0 = {p # P : e(p) - P 0
1 } (8)

Flow relation. It is obviously defined by p " t when e(t) = t1 and p = [p1]
•t1

for some p1 # •t1. But, using lemma 1, we can derive the simpler criterion :

p " t 12 e(p) - •e(t) in N1 (9)

We proceed symmetrically for t " p.

Example. Fig. 7 illustrates this construction. Observe that p1Rt!1
•
p#1 and p1R

•t1

p##1 , which results in two classes/places in N , both related to p1 by e. These
places must indeed be distinguished : by merging places p# and p in N , i.e. by
aggregating classes sharing one or more places of P1, the resulting e wouldn’t be
a morphism (C3 violated).

1 The other possibility is p1
g$% p2

f$% p!
1, but this doesn’t a!ect the proof.
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p’1

p2

t2

t’2

t 1

t’1

p1

p"1

f

f

f

g

g

g

g

t

t’

e

e

e
e

e

e
p

p’

Fig. 7. The equalizer (N , e) (left) for nets N1 (center) and N2 (right) related by two
morphisms f, g. Notice that t!, t!1, t

!
2 could be the “fake” initial transitions.

3.3 Coherence of the Definition

e : N " N1 is a net morphism. C1 holds by definition, and with the trick of
fake initial transitions, C2 is a consequence of C3 and C4, which we only need
to examine.

C4 obviously holds by construction of places of P : let t1 = e(t), then
eop : •t1 " •t defined by eop(p1) = [p1]

•t1 is a total function. And similarly
for eop : t1• " t•.

For C3, consider p " t in N , such that p
e(" p1 and e(t) = t1. We want

to check that p1 "1 t1 in N1. By definition of the flow in N , one has p " t
i! e(p) - •e(t) = •t1, and p

e(" p1 i! p1 # p, so p1 "1 t1 holds. The same
reasoning proves that e : •p " •p1 is also a total function.

N is a safe net. By a standard argument [2] : since e : N " N1 is a net
morphism, it maps runs of N to runs of N1. So if N is not safe, one of its run
fills some place with more than one token, which reveals by e a non safe run in
N1, because e is a total function on T .

(N , e) satisfies the commutative diagram. This is true by construction for the
partial functions on transitions. It also holds locally for relations on places, i.e.
around triples of transitions (t, t1, t2) with t1 = e(t), t2 = f(t1) = g(t1)). This
allows to reach completely the place relations e, f, g.

3.4 Universal Property

Assume the pair (N3, h) satisfies f ) h = g ) h, with N3 = (P3, T3,"3, P 0
3 ) and

h : N3 " N1. We look for a (unique) % : N3 " N satisfying h = e ) % (see fig. 4).

Definition of %. On transitions, % is uniquely given by % = e"1 ) h, as it was
seen in section 3.1.

For places, consider a triple (t3, t, t1) # T3 ! T ! T1 of related transitions :
%(t3) = t and h(t3) = t1 = e(t). We say that such a triple (t3, t, t1) forms a
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triangle. From the construction of co-equalizers in section 3.1, we know that
%op : •t " •t3 is uniquely defined from hop : •t1 " •t3 by

&p1 # •t1, %op([p1]
•t1) = hop(p1) 0 •t3 (10)

Specifically, hop(p1) 0 •t3 exists and is formed by a single place p3 because h is
a net morphism and thus satisfies C4. Moreover, this value p3 doesn’t depend
on the choice of p1 in [p1]

•t1 because, as a co-equalizer hop is necessarily class
invariant on •t1 (see 3.1). We proceed similarly to define %op : t• " t3•.

% satisfies the commutative diagram. By construction of %, h = e)% is obvious on
transitions, and locally on places (i.e. around triangles of transitions). To show
that the relation holds globally on places, consider p3 # P3. By assumption, p3 is
connected to at least one transition t3 in N3. If h is defined at p3 and p3

h(" p1,
then h is also defined at t3 (by C3), h(t3) = t1 # T and p1 is connected to t1.
We then use h = e ) % around the triangle (t3, t, t1), where t = %(t3).

% is a net morphism. It obviously satisfies C1, and C4 is imposed by the con-
struction of % on places. So only C3 has to be checked, which is the di"cult part
of the proof.

For C3, consider a pair of places (p3, p) # P3 !P related by % (i.e. p3
"(" p)

and assume p3 " t3 in N3. We want to show that % is defined at t3, and
%(t3) # p• in N . By definition of % on places, there exists a triangle (t#3, t#, t#1) #
T3 ! T ! T1 such that for example2 t#3 "3 p3, t#1 "1 p1, t# " p and p = [p1]t

!
1
•

(see Fig. 8).

1p

1t

1t’

3t

3t’

3p

e

h

"
p

t

t’

p’

Fig. 8. Proof that " satisfies C3

h is defined at p3, thus also at t3 by C3. Since f ) h = g ) h, one has t1 =
h(t3) # T . So there exists t # T with e(t) = t1 and thus we already know that %
is defined at t3 : %(t3) = t. In other words, (t3, t, t1) # T3 !T !T1 forms another
2 Equivalently, we could have assumed that the related places are in the presets (in-

stead of post-sets) of a transition triangle.
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triangle. Since e is a morphism, let p# be the image of p1 by eop : •t1 " •t, so
p# = [p1]

•t1 . By definition of % in the presets of the triangle (t3, t, t1), see (10),
one has p3

"(" p#. To conclude the proof, we thus have to show that p = p#. We
essentially use the fact that h is a morphism satisfying f ) h = g ) h.

Let p#1 be a place of t#1
• such that p1 /t!1

•
p#1. We know that p3

h(" p#1,
because hop : t#1

• " t#3
• is class invariant (a consequence of f ) h = g ) h). From

p3 "3 t3 in N3 and p3
h(" p#1, we derive by C3 that p#1 "1 t1 = h(t#). We are

now exactly in the situation of lemma 1, so p1 /•t1 p#1. We have thus proved
that [p1]t

!
1
•

and [p1]
•t1 are identical, or in other words p = p#.

4 Application to Pullbacks of Labeled Nets

We now reassemble all elements to provide a definition for pullbacks of safe
labeled nets. The first task is to define the category !Nets . Consider labeled
nets Ni = (Pi, Ti,"i, P 0

i ,!i,"i), # : N1 " N2 is a morphism in !Nets i! # is a
net morphism (as defined in section 2 by C1-C4), with the extra requirements :

C5. #T preserves labels,
C6. "1 3 "2,
C7. Dom(#T ) = !"1

1 ("2).

The next section recalls the definition of the product in this category, that we
combine to the equalizer to obtain the pullback.

4.1 Product

Let Ni = (Pi, Ti,"i, P 0
i ,"i,!i), i = 1, 2 be two labeled nets. To build net prod-

ucts, we assume a simple synchronization algebra [5] : two transitions carrying
the same label have to synchronize, while transitions carrying a private label
remain private. Private labels are those in ("1 \ "2) $ ("2 \ "1). The product
N̄ = N1!N2 and the associated projections $i : N̄ " Ni are defined as follows3 :

1. P̄ = {(p1, &) : p1 # P1} ${ (&, p2) : p2 # P2} : disjoint union of places,
$i(p1, p2) = pi if pi *= & and is undefined otherwise,

2. P̄ 0 = $"1
1 (P 0

1 ) $ $"1
2 (P 0

2 ),
3. the transition set T̄ is given by

T̄ = {(t1, &) : t1 # T1, !1(t1) # "1 \ "2}
$ {(&, t2) : t2 # T2, !2(t2) # "2 \ "1}
$ {(t1, t2) # T1 ! T2 : !1(t1) = !2(t2) # "1 0 "2}

$i(t1, t2) = ti if ti *= & and is undefined otherwise,
3 Remark : if ones wishes to use the trick of fake initial transitions t0i to define initial

markings P 0
i by P 0

i = t0i
•
, one has to assume that each #i contains a special label

$0 reserved to the transition t0i .
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4. the flow " is defined by •t = $"1
1 (•$1(t)) $ $"1

2 (•$2(t)) and symm. for t•,
assuming •$i(t) = $i(t)

• = + if $i is undefined at t,
5. "̄ = "1 $ "2 and !̄ is the unique labeling preserved by the $i.

Let us recall that the product of labeled nets can also be obtained by taking the
product of non-labeled nets, and then discarding transition pairs that violate
the rules of the synchronization algebra.

For our choice of morphisms, it is straightforward to check that the above
definition actually yields the categorical product in !Nets : The $i are net
morphisms that obviously satisfy C5-C7. And for the universal property, with
notations of fig. 1, the % computed in Nets (ignoring labels) is defined by4

&t3 # T3, %(t3) = (h1(t3), h2(t3)), so it clearly satisfies C5-C7 when h1, h2 do.

4.2 Equalizer

Similarly, the construction of equalizers derived in Nets naturally extends to
equalizers of labeled nets. With notations of fig. 4, we take " = "1 for the label
set of N , and define the labeling function by ! = !1 ) e. The morphism e : N "
N1 then clearly satisfies C5-C7. For the universal property, the morphism % :
N3 " N is defined on transitions by %T = e"1

T ) hT . So Dom(%T ) = Dom(hT ),
and % clearly satisfies C5-C7.

4.3 Pullback

Assume the fi : Ni " N0 are morphisms of labeled nets. The pullback N = N1,
N2 is defined as follows, by combining the definitions of product and equalizer
(section 2).

Transitions. We distinguish “shared” transitions in N1 and N2, i.e. those hav-
ing an image in N0, from “private” ones, the others. For private transitions,
the definition of the pullback mimics the definition of the product. For shared
transitions, only pairs that match through the fi are preserved.

Ts = {(t1, t2) # T1 ! T2 : ti # Dom(fi), f1(t1) = f2(t2)} (11)
Tp = {(t1, t2) # T1 ! T2 : ti *# Dom(fi), !1(t1) = !2(t2)}

$ {(t1, &) : t1 # T1, t1 *# Dom(f1), !1(t1) # "1 \ "2}
$ {(&, t2) : t2 # T2, t2 *# Dom(f2), !2(t2) # "2 \ "1} (12)

T = Ts $ Tp (13)

Notice that the label condition doesn’t appear in (11) : it comes as a consequence
of f1(t1) = f2(t2), since morphisms preserve labels.

Places. Places are obtained by inspecting transitions selected in T .
Consider first a private transition (t1, t2) # Tp, where one (at most) of the ti

can be &. Assume pi "i ti (or equivalently ti "i pi) in Ni, with ti *= &. Observe
that necessarily pi *# Dom(fi), otherwise fi would be defined at ti. Such a place

4 With the convention that "(t3) = (%, %) means “undefined.”
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pi induces a singleton equivalence class in P , either (p1, &), or (&, p2). We denote
by Pp all such “private” places.

Consider now a pair of shared transitions (t1, t2) # Ts, where f1(t1) = t0 =
f2(t2). Consider for example a place p1 # •t1 (or equivalently p1 # t1•, and
symmetrically for a place p2 # •t2

•).

a. If p1 *# Dom(f1), then [(p1, &)]
•(t1,t2) is reduced to (p1, &), which yields an-

other private place in Pp.
b. If p1 # Dom(f1), let p0 # P0 0 •t0 satisfy p1

f1(" p0. By C4 applied to
f2, there exists p2 # •t2 such that p2

f2(" p0, so (p1, &)R
•(t1,t2) (&, p2) in

the product N1 ! N2. The resulting equivalence class [(p1, &)]
•(t1,t2), takes

the form (Q1, Q2), with + *= Qi - Pi, and yields a “shared” place in the
pullback.

In summary :

Pp = { (p1, &) : p1 # P1, p1 *# Dom(f1), '(t1, ·) # T, p1 # •t1
• }

$ { (&, p2) : p2 # P2, p2 *# Dom(f2), '(·, t2) # T, p2 # •t2
• } (14)

Ps = { (Q1, Q2) : Qi - Pi, Qi - Dom(fi), '(t1, t2) # Ts,

Q1 4 Q2 equiv. class of /
•(t1,t2) or of /(t1,t2)

•
} (15)

P = Pp $ Ps (16)

In (14), the dot in (t1, ·) stands for either t2 or &, and symmetrically for the
second line.

Initial places. By abuse of notation, let us identify a private place like (p1, &) to
(Q1, Q2) = ({p1}, +), and (&, p2) to (Q1, Q2) = (+, {p2}). So (Q1, Q2) denotes a
general place in P .

P 0 = {(Q1, Q2) # P : Q1 - P 0
1 , Q2 - P 0

2 } (17)

Flow. Let (Q1, Q2) # P and (t1, t2) # T (where one of the ti can be &). Then

(Q1, Q2) " (t1, t2) 12 Q1 - •t1 in N1, Q2 - •t2 in N2 (18)
(t1, t2) " (Q1, Q2) 12 Q1 - t1

• in N1, Q2 - t2
• in N2 (19)

with the convention that + - •& and + - &• hold.

Morphisms gi. Let (t1, t2) be a transition of T , one has gi(t1, t2) = ti if ti *=
&, and is undefined otherwise. Let (Q1, Q2) be a general place in P , one has
(Q1, Q2)

gi(" pi i! pi # Qi.

4.4 Special Case

We examine here the special case where morphisms fi : Ni " N0 are partial
functions not only on transitions, but also on places (instead of being relations on
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places). The definition changes only for Ps in (15) : when place duplications are
forbidden, equivalence classes of shared places are reduced to two elements only.

Ps = { (p1, p2) : pi # Pi 0 Dom(fi), f1(p1) = f2(p2) = p0,

'(t1, t2) # Ts, f1(t1) = f2(t2) = t0, p0 # •t0
• } (20)

This definition coincides with the proposition of [9] (and also to an early version
of the present notes), apart from the extra condition that places created in (14)
and (20) be connected to at least one transition of the pullback. An example is
given in fig. 9.

N1 N2

N0

N

b

a

d

c

e

gc

id h

d

c

e

f

b

a gc

id h

t4 t3 t1 t2 t’1
## $ % $

t5 t6t1 t2

& &$ %

t1 t2 t’1t’2
$ % $%

t4 t3

##
t5 t6t1 t2

& &%$

Fig. 9. Example of a pullback : N = N1

N0" N2, in the simple case of injective mor-
phisms. Morphisms are represented by common names on transitions and places. Tran-
sition labels are indicated by Greek letters. Observe that transition t!1 of N1 disappears
in N since it finds no partner in N2 with the same image in the interface net N0. This
example doesn’t reflect the full generality of the pullback construction since outside the
domains of f1 and f2, transitions of N1 and N2 don’t synchronize : (#1 &#2) \#0 = '.

5 Conclusion

The original motivation for this work was the derivation of a simple construction
for pullbacks of safe nets, thus providing a way to express in a categorical frame-
work the combination of nets that interact by sharing places and transitions.
We actually obtained more : we proved the existence of all equalizers in Nets,
which, in conjunction with the existence of all products, proves the existence of
all (small) limits in Nets.
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Expressing the combination of nets as a categorical limit has some advantages.
Consider for example the unfolding operation [4], that associates the unfolding
U(N ) to a safe net N . U is actually a functor from Nets to the subcategory Occ
of occurrence nets, and we know that U : Nets " Occ has a left adjoint, and
so preserves limits. As a consequence, when N = N1 ,N0 N2, one immediately
obtains U(N ) = U(N1) ,U(N0)

O U(N2) where ,O denotes the pullback in Occ.
This result expresses that the factorized form of a net immediately gives rise
to a factorized form on runs of this net. Moreover, one obtains for free the
existence of pullbacks in Occ, with a formal expression for ,O : let O0,O1,O2

be occurrence nets, one has O1 ,O0
O O2 / U(O1 ,O0 O2), where the last pullback

is computed in Nets, and where / means “isomorphic to.”
The results above naturally extend to general limits : whatever the way one

combines elementary nets to build a larger system (by products, pullbacks, etc.),
a similar decomposition holds on the unfolding (or on the trellis [19]) of the
global system. We believe this is an important key to study large systems by
parts (see [17, 18] for examples of modular diagnosis based on these ideas).
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